Saving Children from
Abuse and Exploitation
She Is Safe serves across the highest risk places in the world bringing those who are
abused and trafficked to safety and equipping them to build new lives. We also work to
prevent abuses in the first place.
In our Abuse Prevention and Recourse Training for At-risk Children, we bring Ten Tips to Safety,
a hotline for help, underthings for girls and school supplies to about 60,000 school
children overseas each year. Boys and girls learn to treat each person as a sacred gift.
Children practice sharing safety tips with each other in preparation for talking with
their friends and parents.

PANTALOONS, PROTECTIONS AND PENCIL POUCHES
Each part of this program is essential to inform and protect children. It is
a simple fact of life for most girls in the developing world that ZERO
protection is the norm. But thankfully, there is something you can do!
We are able to give pantaloons to the girls overseas as part of Abuse
Prevention and Recourse training. Children are thrilled with these cute
pull-on shorts with a ruffle at the knee - something locally made, pretty
and protective that they will wear day and night.
The little shorts are a waving flag to any would-be perpetrator that this
child has been informed, that she has a hotline and trusted adults in her
circle to report any abuses.

HERE’S HOW YOU CAN HELP:

Will you help equip at-risk children?

How To Pack Your
Pencil Pouches:
1. Purchase the items below:

(Since this may be the only pencil pouch this child
receives, please make it a good one!)
4 wooden No. 2 pencils
Pencil sharpener
Safety scissors
6 inch ruler with centimeters
Small sheet of gender neutral stickers

10 Tips to
Safety
Do treat everyone’s body as a
sacred gift.

Don’t go places alone.
Do wear appropriate clothes to
cover your body at all times.

Don’t let anyone touch your body
in the underwear area.

Do make sure you are not watched
when changing clothes.

2. Give a small donation for each pouch:

Don’t be with someone, if you feel
uncomfortable in any way.

We suggest a donation of at least $5/pouch for other costs of our
children’s outreach: shipping, underthings, transportation, and
worker support.

Do shout, “No!” and run away, if
you feel in danger.

Don’t go with someone who offers
candy, money, a puppy or anything.

Do tell a trusted adult if

3. IMPORTANT:Pack and deliver to She Is Safe:
Ship to She Is Safe
515 E.Crossville Rd, Ste. 310
Roswell, GA 30075

someone makes you
uncomfortable or hurts you.

Don’t listen to threats or tricks used
to keep you from telling a trusted
adult about what happens to you.

Thank you for helping to keep kids safe!
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